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About This Game

Build. Fly. Build. Shoot. Build.

In Captain Forever you build spaceships while you are flying them. There's no cumbersome editor. Just blast an enemy ship
apart, grab a piece with your mouse, and bolt it to your ship. Done. What's more, everything is physically simulated so ship

design has a huge impact on flight characteristics and combat capability.

All Three Games.

Captain Forever Trilogy includes the games Captain Forever, Captain Successor, and Captain Impostor. Forever is the original,
award winning game. It's vanilla. Successor adds tons of new modules and ship types. It's a whole ice-cream shop. Impostor

blows the formula apart by allowing you to instantly clone any of the game's enormous, fantastical ships. It's an all in ice-cream
shop food fight.

Better Than Ever.

With its brand new renderer, Trilogy is faster, slicker, and shinier than ever. What's more, the new wing shaped modules
massively increase the scope for cool looking ships and thoughtful design. New audio has been added, and best of all, acclaimed

novelist Cassandra Khaw has pored over every line of text in the game, rewriting most and adding many more. The Captain
Forever universe is now exactly that - a universe. And it's all here in Captain Forever Trilogy.
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I really enjoyed this game, very worth it if you enjoy visual novels that allow you to fully choose your own destiny! Plus,
beautiful, beautiful gryphons.. pros:
- open world maps
- rifles
- BR testing

cons:
- collision bugs
- pistol bugs. If you have an intel or integrated card do not buy this game. As will not work and even though it says they are
working on a fix there will not be one as thats been there for ages.

If you want to take the chance there are "fixes" on the community site and discussion forum that "may" work. Unfortunately for
a lot it seems they are still unable to play this.. It's exciting at first, but then it gets boring.. I bought the bundle on sale thinking ''
how bad could it bee''
it was all amaizing

10\/10. Another disappointment.. I love Rugby and I've modded this to death but I cannot recommend to anyone.. Kind of a
"meh-ish" RPG. You are in an academy for the entire game, which would be fun at first but gets boring and makes the game
feel less than grand in scope. The story isn't that interesting. There is a lot of loot, but they mostly look the same and the pricing
of items and value doesn't make a whole lot of sense. Also the stats on items aren't explained and you can't really tell the effects
or how important certain things are. You can basically go spellcasting or battle mage. There is Summoning but you can't choose
to go it, you just get certain summons based on your path. More could have been done with the summons, as I only got 3 the
whole game and they were a obelisk, a scorpion, and a seahorse (daaaaaa...derp?). The summons don't level or change. You only
get a few spells and most of the higher ones in the trees are just an upgraded version of your one before. They have to be bound
to the f1-f4 buttons, which isn't handy, and you can only have 4 bound at once. They try to get cute and have you use direction
combinations with mouse clicks to cast them if you don't use hotkeys, but they forget this isn't street fighter and in the thick of
battle its hard to remember what 2 directions and which mouse click do what.....RPGs have 1 button spells for a reason. More
could have been done to make the spellcasting intuitive and better all around. The spellcasting tree is basically a waste, as most
spells do underwhelming damage and your high damage one takes 5 seconds to cast, leaving you super vulnerable, and you can't
keep moving when you cast it meaning if they move out of the way at all (which they always do, must be smart AI
programming) you always miss them. This means you basically just have to attack them when they fight your summon, and
maybe cast a spell if they are in a corner and you know it's worth it. I didn't get a spell that actually felt strong or like it was
helpful until about 9/10 done with the game. Also all the spells are offensive, and involve shooting or calling down something to
hurt them. There are no healings/buffs/etc, which lacks variety, in the spellcasting tree. The game worked and was decent
length. Like I said, serviceable, but don't expect much. 6.5/10.. A nice add-on for flavor.
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This is My Favorite Game! It is great for anyone and everyone! I Love this game! It is absolutely worth $5.00! I highly
recommend it!. I threw the baby away in the toilet can to stop it from crying. 10/10
I didnt forget to flush :D. I swear I was drunk when I got this. DO NOT BUY

luckily i got this on a sale as i thought it looked interesting, but what you get is 10-15 minuttes of gameplay with the promise of
new episodes coming.

I've been waiting for quite a while now and it seems that nothing is really happening, and the dev does not answer the forums
anymore (98 days since last login). If you google the company's history you will find that they have previously released games
which have never been finished.

It smells like a scam, especially after i found this article on one of the guys that work there:
http:\/\/www.dailymail.co.uk\/news\/article-1094973\/Musician-barred-selling-soul-eBay.html. Tunngle
.
.
.
.
.
♥♥♥♥ Off. Its great for making custom skins and ect, however there is some issues when it comes to covering up things or
removing them, such as the iron crosses on the Sd.Kfz.222, i was going to make a finnish one, but couldnt seem to cover them
up like i did on the panzer IV. other than that, its a fantastic DLC to get if you want custom vehicle skins.

as a recommendation, since we have this, maybe we can get a workshop for skins? and folks can share skins with each other..
Stern should be ashamed of themselves for releasing this. Graphics are about 640X480 resolution - looks awful on a HD 1920 x
1080 screen. The UI is awful and it's got more bugs than a beehive. Even the free game is overpriced. Skip this one - save your
money.. No. This has nowhere near tthe character as Jones. No voice acting. No AI opponent. 37 years later and they can't even
come close!
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